Bailey Motorsports Athletes Podium at Georgian Downs

February 27th 2019

Another incredible race weekend for our team of riders, each finding their
way to a Podium finish! The races were held at Georgian Downs, a great
facility, with a huge covered grandstand. The track is located less than an
hour away from Toronto and our test track at The Compound in
Bracebridge, thus, we call this our home town event. There was plenty of
snow on hand and the track was in great shape, allowing the racers to give
the crowds in attendance some exciting racing to watch.

@Austin_Watling

There are so many positives to come out of this
weekend, making it tough to choose one to
start off with. But that honour has to go to Brooklyn. Talk about dominance! She went undefeated in both
her Pro Am Women’s and in the Junior Girls classes this weekend. It almost looks effortless for her out there
on the track, smooth and consistent lap after lap, always moving forward. There is no doubt that her full time
Dad and part time mechanic, Troy, has her Ski Doo RS set up perfectly. This was the first time Brooklyn
entered the Pro Am Women’s class, definitely, won’t be the last! Congrats!

Brooklyn Karkoulas #500
When asked about her weekend of racing at Georgian Downs, Brooklyn had this to say, “I had a great time in Barrie this
past weekend! I won my junior girls class both days extending my points lead. I also decided to battle it out, open
throttle, in the Pro-Am women’s class and couldn’t be more excited with the outcome! Even after a bail off, I managed
to pull off first place both Saturday and Sunday. A big thank you to all of the teams partners, as none of this is possible
without there continued support.”

@Austin_Watling

Yanick Boucher #53
This was one busy weekend for Yanick as his started Friday. He and mechanic, Derek Uttley made the trip to
the ISOC event being held in Salamanca, NY. A four hour trip from Barrie, just over the border. There he
would face some of the fastest Snowbike racers in the game on a challenging race course. That wouldn’t stop
him from going out and posting the fastest qualifying lap times and earn the first pick on the starting line for
the final. There he would get a jump off the line and ride with the leader for a lap before making a small

mistake that would cause him to lose some time and drop back to third. He would ride hard to make back the
position but just ran out of time to mount a charge on the leader.
The boys drove back to Barrie Friday night and have Yanick on the
line for his events Saturday and Sunday. In familiar fashion, Yanick
would go out and lead all 4 of his motos over the weekend and take
the wins in convincing fashion. A highlight was watching him Send
the jumps along the grandstands, aweing the crowds on hand.
Needless to say, he had an outstanding weekend! “it was a blast
getting that extra racing in and come away with great results on the
weekend with a 2nd Friday night and then winning all 4 of my motos
Saturday and Sunday! Now on to Timmins next weekend! Excited for
the closest race to my hometown having my family and friends come
out to watch!” #53 Yanick

For Ryan Hunt, the weekend would have some highs and lows. On his
Snowbike, in the Sport 450 class, Ryan would have some awesome
rides. For the most part, he would challenge the top contenders in
the Pro class in each of the motos, was cool to see the progression
each week. His pace allowed him to have a clean sweep in the motos,
earning him the overall both days and putting his Yeti Snow MX,
powered by the TM450 on the top of the box.

It was good to see
#981 Shawn
Marinoff back out at it on his Camso Snowbike this weekend, racing in
the Sport 450 class with Ryan. Shawn was looking good and made

Ryan Hunt #729

several passes in his motos, to work his way up to 2nd overall both days! Looking for Ryan and Shawn to find
themselves out on the track for some friendly teammate battles like they have back at our practice track.

The weekend didn’t go nearly as well for Hunt out on his Ski
Doo RS, there would be a couple motos that started off well
but each time suffer issues. During the final on Saturday, he
would aggravate an injury and suffer through that the rest
of the weekend. We are hopeful the week off will give him
the rest needed to bounce back.
Regarding the weekend, Ryan said, “Another weekend in the
books, having troubles with my leg after Valcourt. I was
fighting to keep my speed up on my sled all weekend.
Getting back on the Snowbike this weekend was a nice
breather as it didn’t nearly aggravate my leg as much as the sled. I was able to go 1-1 both Saturday and
Sunday in Sport Snowbike and had some of my best rides on the bike!”

@Austin_Watling

Mitch King #18
Last but not least, we have to give a shout out to #18 Mitch King, earning 2 nd in the Pro final on Sunday! That
coming after a moto win earlier in the day. The entire team was excited to see him hold off the hard charging
competitors and get it done. Happy to be able to say we continue to help support Mitch this season, but know
that this was all his!

How cool was it to have the legend, #7c Blair Morgan there this
weekend! Nice bonus photo opportunity for us.

Thanks to all our sponsors and a special one to Dayco Belts. We had
the opportunity to catch up with Brian Watts after the day of racing in
Barrie.

We are off to Timmins this weekend and looking forward to another great race weekend. If you missed any of
the action from the weekend, you can find a link to the recorded live stream on our web site or at the
snowcross.com.
Thanks to our friends and family for coming out to cheer the team on and to our sponsors for all the support.
See you at the races
For more on the team and all our great Partners go to www.baileymotorsports.ca
Social media @baileymotorsports
Info on the team at KSR at www.ksrracing.ca

Full set of results at www.snowcross.com
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